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Fans of the Tantalize quartet will thrill to
see werepossum Clyde and other favorite
characters — plus all-new ones — take to the
fore in book one of an all-new series.
When sexy, free-spirited werecat Yoshi tracks his
sister, Ruby, to Austin, he discovers that she is not
only MIA but also the key suspect in a murder
investigation. Meanwhile, werepossum Clyde and
human Aimee have set out to do a little detective
work of their own, sworn to avenge the brutal killing
of werearmadillo pal Travis. When all three seekers
are snared in an underground kidnapping ring, they
end up on a remote island inhabited by an unusual
(even by shifter standards) species and its cult of
worshippers. Their hosts harbor a grim secret:
staging high-profile safaris for wealthy patrons with
evil pedigrees, which means that at least one
newcomer to the island is about to be hunted. As
both were-prey and were-predator fight to stay alive,
it’s up to mild-mannered Clyde — a perennial
sidekick — to summon the hero within. Can he
surprise even himself?
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A Q&A with author CYNTHIA LEITICH SMITH
Feral Nights is the first book
in a new spin-off companion
series set in the same dark
fantasy universe as the
Tantalize quartet. What
are your hopes for this new
series?
Feral Nights is a mysterysuspense-action-fantasy
genre-bender, with a dollop
of romance and a dash of
humor. In that, it owes much
to its predecessor, though
the action component is kicked up a notch or three, as is,
I hope, the dual-gender appeal.
Though I’ve always enjoyed a mixed-gender audience,
it’s perhaps more clear that the Feral series is as much for
the boys as the girls. Likewise, the first book nods to the
series’ paranormal roots, but in the big picture, this series
will be broader in its fantastical-ness.
Beyond that, my priority is to tell an entertaining story
that’s also a layered one. On one level, sure, it’s all about
hunting down a missing sister and solving a murder and
unraveling the mysteries of ghosts. There’s much peril and
fun to be experienced along the way.
But on another level, these books will ask deeper
questions about the meaning of identity and of humanity,
and about what’s good and bad about the lines we draw
between and within ourselves. Feral Nights looks at the
distinction between vengeance and justice and reconciling
both with our inner animals.
Was it difficult to say good-bye to the cast of characters you
wrote about for so long in the Tantalize series? Is that what
inspired you to spin off a new story line about the shifter
contingent?
I began working on Tantalize in 2000, so it was a decadeplus commitment to Quincie, Kieren, Zachary, and
Miranda. They are as real to me as anyone I’ve ever loved.
But for the most part, their stories have been told. It was
a handful of secondary characters who continued tugging
at my cape, and beyond that, the fictional universe itself
beckoned me home.
I spent quality time world-building before Tantalize
began to take shape, and I’ve continued to do so all along.

Feral Nights springs from a multi-creature-verse, one
populated by myriad magical or at least otherworldly
creatures.
Personally, I always felt closest to the shifters. In
my mythology, they’re as naturally born as humans, an
offshoot of the family tree that traces its roots back to the
Ice Age.
They’re also so diverse and fascinating. Of course
I adored writing the ever-popular werewolves and
werebears, but I’m quirky. My heart has always been
with the werearmadillos, werevultures, wereotters, and
debuting in Feral Nights, the formidable Tasmanian
weredevil.
Apparently, I wasn’t alone in that. One of the fan
favorites from the first series was a wereopossum named
Clyde — a sort of Pretty in Pink Duckie-type character
who in many ways stole the stage from hunkier, more
traditional hero types.
To a large extent, Feral Nights is a response to the many
readers who begged for more. I’m shining a light on the
type of characters that, on the whole, tend to best reflect
the geeky-awkward-smart-funny-charming-fantabulous
young adults who most often fall for my work.
Can you tell us about some of the new characters we’ll meet
in Feral Nights?
My new leading man is werecat Yoshi Kitahara, the
younger brother of mystery woman Ruby Kitahara, who
went missing way back in Tantalize. If there was a single
question that drives his plot arc, it would be “Whatever
happened to Ruby?”
Yoshi is a bit of a loner, a definite ladies’ man, and
perhaps too eager for adventure. When he’s driven at
gunpoint from a Kansas farmhouse by his cantankerous
grandmother, the wider world comes as a surprise.
Who else? I already mentioned the Tasmanian
weredevil, and suffice it to say that more new shifters will
be introduced as well as a totally different, previously
unknown species that have captured my imagination.
Again, it all goes back to the question of humanity, of
human-ness, and was sparked in part by debate in the
scientific world as to whether multiple species of humans
ever shared the planet at the same time.
As for returning favorites in starring roles, Clyde
is back in a huge way, along with Aimee, the Goth/
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hippie/New-Age girl (she tends to defy categorization)
introduced in Blessed.
Likewise, we’ll once again see Nora, the chef at
Sanguini’s (Clyde and Aimee still have part-time jobs as
dishwashers) — though after a quick tribute, action will
be moved away from the restaurant setting, plus a couple
of familiar Austin police detectives, and the ever-popular
Brenek, the fierce teen werebear from Eternal.
What are some of the challenges of rewriting a sidekick
character as the hero?
You can’t ignore the character’s history or preexisting
relationships. You have to honor what that person has
been through. Especially in the cases of Clyde and
Aimee — they lived through some horrific events that
left both a physical and psychological impact but also
prepared them to step up and take point in their own
right. For example, in attempting to save Aimee’s life
at the end of Blessed, Clyde was seriously injured and
temporarily ended up in a coma, and by the beginning
of Feral Nights, he’s just starting to take a few steps out
of his wheelchair.
I was not about to shove aside or minimize those story
lines for convenience’s sake. We had to deal with them.
Meanwhile, you’re asking readers to consider that
character in a new way and in the spotlight. You have to
send the message that there’s more going on with that
person than they may have realized before. That said,
I adore writing secondary characters and so I had a lot
to work with and a reader base that already was fairly
invested.
As a fantasy writer, what goes into imagining the complex
details and structures of fantastical worlds and creatures?
With speculative fiction, the burden for suspension of
disbelief is higher than in realistic fiction. We’re asking for
more leeway from the reader, requesting that she swallow
a bigger “what if.”
There’s an expression: “I know where you’re coming
from.” It means I understand you. To create a bond, an
understanding, between that reader and a character or
setting is key.
Created through thoughtful world-building, setting
offers a springboard for suspension of disbelief. Where
the fantastical blends with the real, I step right in. I’ve
gone to open houses in Austin and walked away with
photos and floor plans. I’ve eaten a greasy egg roll on
the sidewalk in Chicago’s Chinatown to describe it more

accurately. I’ve sat studying animals for hours at zoos and
watched endless nature films to bring my shifters to life.
With the wholly fictional, I’ve used models. The island
in Feral Nights blends the Big Island of Hawaii and Costa
Rica.
I spend quality time thinking about my world’s
architecture, legal system, the socio-political-familial
histories, the culture, and value systems of everyone
who appears on the page (and everyone mentioned
in passing), and much more. I’ve drawn maps, noting
terrain, where my characters live, go to school, work,
and how they get there.
With each fantasy creature, I’ve researched its
larger role in mythology, the conversation of books
and society — not only in YA literature but also in books
published for adults, as well as poetry, short stories, and
oral tales told around the world. I’ve considered the
symbolism evoked and what it speaks to in each of us
and all of us.
Plus a fantasy element should be meaningful. You
shouldn’t simply drop in, say, a ghost because it’s a cool
element. The inclusion of the ghost should somehow
speak to the character’s internal and external journeys.
You must earn that ghost.
With that said, mythology isn’t a character. It’s one
of many places to depict a character. If you write the
inhuman, the burden on you to convincingly depict its
humanity is, ironically enough, higher.
As for magic, you have to think through it as power
per se — its source and limits, how to tap it, its costs, and
the metaphor it evokes.
I write realistic fiction, too, and I love it. But fantasy
demands more. You have to do everything you would in
realistic fiction, but you also need a coherent, consistent
fantasy construct that is necessary to each layer of the
unfolding story. And you have to rock it.
If you could be any kind of were-animal, what would it be
and why?
I’ll take werecat — the major focus of the Feral series. I
make my home with four cats that some might dismiss
as domestic, but I’m sure they have feral dreams. Feral
nights. As do we all.
CYNTHIA LEITICH SMITH is the acclaimed and best-selling
author of Tantalize, Eternal, Blessed, and Diabolical as well
as the graphic novel Tantalize: Kieren’s Story, illustrated by
Ming Doyle. She lives in Austin, Texas.
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